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Abstract
Designing complex parallel systems begins with behavioral modeling of applications. The more desired models
should be at high abstract level of applications’ behavior.
One of this model is Kahn Process Network gives a partitioned model of applications as concurrently communicating processes. At the implementation level of applications,
growing demands of running multiple applications on a
single chip, introduced Network on Chip as an appropriate
interconnection network between large number of IP cores
for different applications. Therefore, design way from high
abstract model of application to implementation level is becoming an issue. Here, in this paper we propose an approach
for mapping KPN model of a streaming application on an
architecture based on Network on Chip. We also provide an
implementation of the applications using this approach as
SystemC model of the architectures to be simulated.

1. Introduction
Traditionally, an application can be expressed as various
models of behaviors. The most imperative model typically
used by designers is a model of computation, most commonly C. On the other hand, running many tasks in parallel
on different IP cores concurrently due to recent advances in
systems on chip (SOC) design, pops up the needs of having
parallel models of computation for applications. One of the
most popular models of computations for specially streaming
based applications like image processing, audio, etc., is Kahn
Process Networks (KPN). The KPN considers a network of
concurrent processes communicate through unbounded FirstIn-First-Out (FIFO) queue channels (pipes). Each process
known as a node of the network, is a sequential program
does blocking read on its inputs, executes its computational
task and posts results to its outputs [1], [2]. Figure 1 shows
a very simple application modeled as 3-node KPN.
Nowadays there is not only one application running on a
single chip. Consequently, modern SOCs have become very
complex in terms of large number of IP cores involve in
running different applications. This has made the communication between those IPs a significant issue on a single
chip. Network on chip (NoC) is a promising communication
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Figure 1. The KPN model of a simple streaming application

platform to solve this issue by providing not only modularity
and scalability for designing new systems, but also it has
raised up the abstraction level of system’s designing up to
the application level, i.e it can guarantee requirements such
as delay and throughput at the demands of application level.
In this paper we present a method of mapping applications
modeled as Kahn Process Networks (KPN) on a NoC. In
order to achieve this, it is discussed that these four problems
should be solved: 1) Nodes’ functional implementation, 2)
correspondence of communication pipes, 3) generation of
appropriate NoC topology & configuration, and 4) corresponding elements for communication FIFOs. Our goal of
implementation in this work is realizing SystemC model
of NoC-based system for any given application modeled as
KPN. For this purpose, an automatic design flow is proposed
which starts from KPN model of application, generates
SystemC model of correspondent NoC-based system and
simulates it. Here, we use the Compaan design tools to
derive KPN model of application from specified model in C
[3]. However, we leave any RTL implementations as future
works.
In [4], a framework for NoC-based multiprocessor SOC
is presented. Its underlying model of computation is also
KPN mapped on a NoC-based architecture. However, in
this work communication pipes are software implemented
as processor global FIFOs handled by primitives of an
embedded operating system. In our work we propose our
mapping approach based on using the already available
NoC’s resources (e.g. NI’s FIFOs) as communication pipes
in the KPN model of applications. Despite the realization of
KPN pipes as dedicated hardware in [5] and [6], the proposed
architecture is based on traditional bus interconnects which
is hardly scalable and appropriate for concurrent parallel

applications.However, our proposed approach here is based
on taking advantages of the NoC as scalable and concurrent
interconnection platform.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 explains the NoC platform as our target interconnection
architecture. In section 3, our approach of mapping KPN to
a NoC-based system with its different aspects are discussed,
continuing to Section 4 describes SystemC implementation
of approach. In Section 5 we propose a design flow for
our method, following the description of an experimental
example in Section 6. Finally, we conclude our paper in
Section 7.

2. Target NoC Platform
The target NoC platform used in this paper to map KPN
model of an application on, is the Æthereal NoC platform
[7]. Its basic building blocks are Routers (Switches) and
Network Interfaces (NIs) (Figure 2.a). The Routers and NIs
are connected together by bidirectional communication links,
forming a mesh-like topology. Different IP blocks (Cores)
are connected to the NoC via Network Interfaces. NI is
responsible to translate communication protocol of various
IPs to the interface protocol understandable by the network,
and vice versa. The buffered end-to-end flow control policy
used by the Æthereal platform has made the architecture of
the NI very important for us. The NIs have different number
of ports according to the number of logical communication
channels (request or response) should be connected to the
corresponding Router. Architecture of a NI with one port is
illustrated in Figure 2.b. There is a dedicated variable size
queue for each channel, where the sizes can be determined
at the NoC design time.
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Figure 2. a) Mesh-like topology of the NoC, b) The
schematic architecture of a Network Interfaces
Data transformed by the NIs into the format of packets
should be routed by Routers. A Packet contains routing
path information and destination address. Regarding to applications running on the network, there are two kinds of
packet require different quality of services to be offered;
Best Effort (BE) and Guaranteed Throughput (GT). In order
to achieve application’s requirements, the GT packets have
higher priority than the BE ones to be routed by Routers.
Therefore, the GT packets are routed immediately and there
is no buffering of them inside the Routers; while there are
buffers (queues) for the BE packets that might need to wait
to be routed.

Later in section 3 it is shown how we use the available
queues in the NoC as a novel approach in our work.

3. Mapping Approach
In order to map a KPN model of an application to
the system consists of a NoC as interconnection network
between different IP cores, there are four main procedures
distinguished. These procedures are closely related to the
features of the KPN model. In the KPN model, there are
number of nodes running sequential computational tasks,
communication links between nodes form a communication
configuration, and First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queues for storing intermediate data. Considering the KPN model shown in
Figure 1 and NoC-based system illustrated in Figure 3, the
four processes can be enumerated as follows:
1) implementation of nodes’ computational functionality
2) Physical or logical correspondence of communication
pipes
3) Generation of appropriate NoC topology & configuration
4) Corresponding elements for communication FIFOs
Depending on a task performed by each node, there can
be a dedicated hardware IP core or a processor element
correspondence to that node (process) runs the sequential
program. However, our goal of implementation in this work
is not realizing hardware; in Section 4 we will explain
our implementation’s method of every node’s function in
SystemC to deal with the aforementioned Step 1.
The automatic design flow of the Æthereal platform [8]
provides topology generation and appropriate configuration
of a NoC architecture by declaring our model’s IP cores
(nodes) and logical communication links between them in the
XML format. Thus, this has already solved above mentioned
procedures 2 & 3 as the NoC generation and the communication pipes. It is more explained in Section 5 where the
design flow is detailed.
KPN considers unbounded size for all the FIFO queues
in the model of an application. However, in reality it is not
possible to have such unlimited size FIFOs. On the other
hand, it is discussed in Section 2 that there are some queues
in the Routers and NIs of the Æthereal platform. These
FIFOs which are there to fulfill application requirements by
NoC, can be also used as communication FIFOs between
nodes in KPN model of the application. Since NIs’ queue
is there for both BE and GT traffic and Router queues are
for temporary storing of only BE data, the NI’s queue is
in interest of our mapping approach. The novelty of our
approach is using NoC’s NI dedicated FIFOs for communication channels as communication FIFOs in KPN model.
A node which is correspondent to an IP posts its produced
data to the target IP core over the NoC and it would be
stored in the target NI’s queue. IF the target NI’s queue is
full, end-to-end flow control policy stops sending data. In this
case the data is kept in the source NI’s queue till there would
be available space. The space becomes free by consumption

of data already available in target queue by target node (IP
core).
Moreover, sizing KPN queues should be done in such
a way that occurring deadlock in running application be
avoided. This can be perform by doing static analysis on
KPN model of application; or starting system implementation
with large enough size of FIFOs to find out the exact consumed queues’ space after performing SystemC simulation
and back annotate them. Since the NoC design flow (Section
5) assigns the queue sizes to fulfill its own requirements, the
starting point should be some values at least equal to or more
than calculated ones by the flow.
Figure 3 shows a conceptual view of NoC-based system
corresponds to the KPN model illustrated in Figure 1. There
are three IP cores resemble three nodes of the KPN. Logical
communication channels are set-up over the network, where
there are dedicated source and target NIs for every link.

the design time. During the time of running SystemC model
of the application, the wrapper executes its function by dynamically loading corresponding library, passing input data
to and receiving back the results from that. This procedure
is illustrated as a flow chart in Figure 4.
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Generally computational function of each KPN node is
performed in two distinguished tasks: Communication and
Computation. The communication task is the same for all
nodes, except that the number of input and output ports for
each node might be different. Every node should wait for the
data to be available at all its input ports (blocking read) and
sends out the result from its output ports (unblocking write)
to the FIFOs. In other words, there is two interface phases
of reading and writing, while in between computation task
is performed. Every node has its own function implementing
a specific sequential program.
A SystemC module has been implemented as a generic
wrapper for every node to perform communication phases
to the NoC regardless of its computational function. This
wrapper is instantiated as IP cores interfacing with the NoC.
Therefore, there is a one-to-one mapping between KPN
nodes and SystemC wrappers (procedure 1 in Section 3).
The wrapper is parameterized for every node according to its
number of in/output ports. However, it should also executes
the specific function of every node. For this purpose, every
KPN node’s computational functionality is implemented as
a C++ function code to be called inside its own wrapper
module at run time. To make it feasible, the function should
be compiled as a Shared Object Library (.so files in Linux) at

The Æthereal design flow is an automated tool flow generates appropriate NoC architecture for any specified applications. An application is identified in two design spaces. First,
its architecture, i.e the number and type of the IP cores it has,
and second, the communication between the IPs and their
requirements (e.g. bandwidth, latency and throughput) should
be declared. These are provided respectively as architecture
& communication XML format files.

Our contributions in this section is to extend and modify
the Æthereal design flow to:
1) Provides declaration of application KPN model in
above mentioned XML files
2) Adds our generic wrapper module to its SystemC
module library
3) Generate Shared Object Libraries automatically from
functional codes of KPN nodes
Figure 5 shows complete overview of the Æthereal modified
design flow. It can also simulate the SystemC model of the
design and gives us some statistical results of the simulated
architecture, e.g. maximum queue’s occupancy for each
channel, data delivery delay over channels.

6. Experimental Example
As an application example we have chosen the Sobel algorithm for image’s edge detection, modeled in C. KPN model
of this application is derived by using Compaan Design tools.
We run our design flow for this example to generate the
NoC-based system architecture of this application. Generated
network consists of 5 nodes’ wrapper modules, 4 Routers
and 16 NIs. Having simulated the SystemC model of the
application for input data image size of 255*255 pixels, the
time taking to process this image is equal to 6m seconds at
500 MHz clock cycle. The real time of simulation took about
3.5 seconds on a PC.

7. Conclusion
The work presented here is a straightforward approach
from application modeled as Kahn Process Network to be
mapped on a NoC-based system architecture. The NoC
platform used in this project is the Æthereal NoC which our
method taking advantages of its already available resources
in NIs. Our goal of implementation to realize the SystemC
model of the application is fulfilled by introducing an automatic design flow. However, further realization of the system
based on this method in RTL and hardware implementation
is left as our future work.
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